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Our Threat Exposure Management (TEM) service is bespoke for your organisation's cyber security needs, offers 
comprehensive visibility, and aids in resilience. It meticulously aligns with your network, applications, and systems, 
targeting and accurately simulating real-world cyber threats.

The TEM service's heart lies in simulating various cyber threats covering network infiltration, endpoint, web application, 
email infiltration and data exfiltration. The simulations rigorously test your defences, identifying weaknesses and bolstering 
security measures against sophisticated attacks. Throughout the simulations, our TEM platform observes and analyses the 
response for your security controls, transforming data into invaluable insights. This analysis forms the cornerstone of 
strengthening your cyber security and improving areas of vulnerability.

Following the simulations, our detailed analysis highlights the effectiveness of your security systems, identifying 
vulnerabilities and guiding you through various threat responses. We then provide a prioritised action plan for 
remediation, addressing critical issues first, from updating protocols to patching vulnerabilities.

Our commitment to continuous improvement ensures regular threat simulations to stay ahead of evolving cyber risks and 
targeted staff training to enhance cyber security awareness. We ensure thorough communication to keep stakeholders 
informed about your cyber security advancements to deliver the best return on your investment in your security controls.

People
Taking a collaborative approach, 
internal teams can work closely with 
external experts, learning from their 
experiences and gaining valuable 
insights. This enhances team 
dynamics, improves cross-functional 
communication, and creates a united 
front against cyber threats.

Offloading routine tasks such as 
continuous validation and 
vulnerability assessments saves time 
for internal IT and security teams.

Technology
By integrating with your existing 
security tools, we can help validate 
your existing security controls and, 
where needed, make 
recommendations to improve the 
overall response.

Commercials
The costs associated with managing 
in-house cyber security tools and 
expertise can be significant. The 
CTEM service allows you to avoid 
hidden costs related to training, 
software updates, and maintaining an 
in-house security infrastructure, 
contributing to better financial 
predictability.

HOW DOES THE SERVICE WORK?

THREAT EXPOSURE MANAGEMENT 

Providing a holistic and proactive 
approach to managing cyber security 
risks, helping you validate existing 
controls, stay ahead of emerging threats 
and vulnerabilities.
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BENEFITS TO YOU
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SERVICES THAT BRING YOUR 
TECHNOLOGY TO LIFE
Contact your Softcat Account Manager today.

THREAT EXPOSURE MANAGEMENT 

WORKS WELL WITH WHAT’S INCLUDED

 You want to monitor, evaluate, and reduce your security risks by implementing improvement points and remediation of 
their security posture. 

 You want improved visibility and report on threats and the evaluation of vulnerabilities for exploitability. 

 You want proactive threat identification and improved remediation recommendations.

 You want incident response and recovery from incidents, as well as the ability to test following changes to 
infrastructure setup. 

 You want resource efficiency from using a service that would require a technical role within the business. 

SUITABLE FOR YOU IF…

Platform Access - You are granted access as required 
over the length of the subscription, where you will have 
access to insights and dashboards. 

Monthly Reviews - Agreed analysis and review calls are 
provided.

Reporting & Dashboards - Out-of-the-box and bespoke 
reports are provided as part of the service.

Integrations - By integrating with your existing security 
tools, we can help validate your existing security controls 
and, where needed, make recommendations to improve 
the overall response.

Reliability - We’re on hand to manage the platform from 
setup and throughout the life of the service for ongoing 
maintenance.
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Security Baseline Assessment
Providing a ‘point-in-time’ look at your organisation’s 
cyber security posture in comparison with industry best 
practice.

Managed Sentinel Service
Our Managed Sentinel Service combines the threat 
protection, security intelligence an automation of the 
Sentinel security platform with expert monitoring and 
management by Softcat’s Security Operation Centre.

Managed Firewall Service
Taking on the day-to-day management of firewall 
infrastructure, whether it’s on-premises, or in a public or 
private cloud.
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